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A passive Dynamic Walker can walk down an inclined floor without any actuators. When
the robot walks with actuator based on the passive dynamic walking, the locomotion is
called as “Quasi-passive walking”. It is expected to be efficient in energy consumption.
A pneumatic actuator is suitable for quasi-passive walking because the joint with the
actuators in antagonistic pair can easily switch to be active or passive. However, it is more
difficult to control a robot with pneumatic actuators than one with electric actuators
because the pneumatic actuator has complex nonlinearity. One of the approaches to
realize stable walking of the robot with pneumatic actuators is observing a causal relation
between walking parameters and sensory data by using real robot. In this paper, we
design a controller to stabilize walking cycle from the observed relation. We also check
the performance of the controller by letting the robot descend a small difference in level.

Keywords: pneumatic muscle actuator, biped robot, stabilization of walking, quasi-
passive dynamic walking, controller design

1. Introduction

A passive dynamic walker can walk down an inclined floor without any actuators.
Advantages of the passive walking are, compared with usual locomotion with elec-
tric motors, that it does not consume explicit energy and that walking trajectory
planning and motor control are not needed.

Quasi-passive dynamic walking means that robot walks with actuators based on
the passive walking even if the floor is not inclined. It is expected to be efficient in
energy consumption. One of the issues on quasi-passive walking is an adoption of
suitable actuator. Asano et al. equipped the electric motors on a passive walker to
generate virtual gravity effect3 and to control mechanical energy4. Though usual
electric motor can generate desired torque precisely, it is difficult to switch the joint
to be active / passive. Sugimoto et al. proposed a control law for quasi-passive
walker in order to realize stable passive walk. They use direct-drive motors which
can switch the joint active or passive, and the motors inlet torque that keeps the
robot walking with constant kinetic energy upon heel strike2. The size and weight
of the whole system for the direct-drive motor are, however, too big to build in a
self-contained robot.
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A pneumatic actuator is suitable one for quasi-passive walking because the joint
with the actuators in antagonistic pair can easily switch to be active or passive,
and the system to operate the actuators is appropriate for a self-contained robot.
Wisse et al. built a biped robot with the muscle actuators to walk on a flat floor1.
Though they realized walk by adjusting periods to open air valves to supply air into
the actuators that let the robot walk, the robot can not adapt to terrain changes
because the durations of opening valves are fixed. To our knowledge, there is no
research to control biped robot with pneumatic actuators for stable walking cycle.

One of the approaches to stabilize walking cycle is that robot’s model is derived
numerically and controller is designed analytically. In these twenty years, several
articles have been devoted to deriving dynamic equations of motion of robot arms,
not biped robot, with pneumatic actuators and designing optimal position con-
trollers based on these equations8,9. However, the performance of the controller is
not enough because the nonlinearity of actuators is too complicated to be modeled
as equations.

An another approach is that real robot is built and a causal relation between
walking parameters and sensory data, walking cycle, is observed by using the robot.
If the relation is observed, we can design a feed-back controller even though we can
not obtain the dynamic model of the robot.

We apply the latter approach to design the controller. In this paper, we build
real biped walker with McKibben muscle actuator, which is a kind of pneumatic
actuator, and we observe the causal relation between walking parameter and walking
cycle to design feed-back controller. We also confirm the effect of the controller by
letting the robot descend small differences in level.

In section 2, the developed biped walker with McKibben muscles is introduced.
In section 3, walking strategy and the control law are explained. In section 4, the
experiments and results are shown.

2. Development of biped walker with McKibben artificial muscles

In this study a McKibben artificial muscle, which is a kind of pneumatic actuator
shown in fig. 1, is used to actuate a quasi-passive walker. The McKibben muscle
contains two principle components. It has an inner inflatable bladder made of sili-
con and an exterior braided shell made of nylon. The muscle expands radially and
contracts axially when the air is supplied into the inner tube shown in fig. 1 upper,
and it generates pulling force along the longitudinal axis. The actuator is extended
when the air is exhausted from it shown in fig. 1 bottom. The actuator is suitable
for humanoid running and hopping because of its low weight, spring characteris-
tic and efficiency, but complex nonlinearity of the actuator such as hysteresis and
friction between the exterior net and inner tube prevents precise control. Although
actuator models have been proposed in some researches5,6,7, they do not express
the characteristics of the actuator precisely.

We use the McKibben muscles made by HITACHI Medical Corporation10. It is
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about 200[mm] in length and 20[mm] in radius when it contracts, and it generates
a force of about 800[N] when the pressure in the inner tube is about 0.7[MPa]. A
brief illustration of the robot is shown in fig. 2. It has three joints : two knees and
one hip. Each joint is rotated by two actuators that are arranged in an antagonistic
pair like animal muscles.

Fig. 1. A McKibben type actuator. When the air is supplied into inner tube, it is shrunk (upper),
and extend when the air is exhausted (bottom).

Fig. 2. A brief picture of the developed robot. It has three joints : two knees and one hip, and each
joint is rotated by two muscles which are arranged by antagonistic pair like human ones.
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Fig. 3 shows an overview of a system to rotate one joint. The air supply and
exhaust valves are attached to the actuator, and the actuator is contracted when
the supply valve is open and it is extended when exhaust valve is opened. The
PC operates air valves via D/A converters and amplifiers, and it reads sensory
information such as touch sensor data on the foots of the robot via A/D converters.
In fig. 3, the joint is rotated counter clock wise when actuator 1 is contracted while
actuator 2 is extended, and vice versa.
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Fig. 3. Whole overview of the system

Fig. 4 shows a basic structure of the robot with pneumatic actuators. The frame
is made of aluminum and the six actuators are arranged to rotate joints. The robot
has four legs. The outer and inner pairs of legs moves independently, allowing the
robot to walk in the sagittal plane.

Fig. 5 shows the robot for self-contained biped walking. The robot has (a) a
micro computer(H8/3067) as D/A and A/D converters, (b) two CO2 bottles as the
air supply sources, and (c) six electromagnetic valves for the air supply/exhaust.
Although the PC currently calculates to operate the valves, the micro computer
will do so in the future. The shape of the foot in fig.5(d) is an arc with a radius of
125[mm] and a length of 160[mm]. It has an ON/OFF switch on the sole, and the
switch detects the collision of the foot on the ground to make locomotion as de-
scribed in a next section. Table 1 shows weight and size of the links of the robot. The
height, width, and weight of the robot is 750[mm], 350[mm], and 5[kg] respectively.
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Fig. 4. A basic structure of the robot with pneumatic actuators

3. Feedback control for quasi-passive dynamic walker with
pneumatic actuators

3.1. Walking strategy

It is difficult for the robot we developed to follow the planned trajectory because the
actuator has nonlinearity. One effective approach is, as Wisse et al. did, generate
the walking by operating the air valves. We operate the valves to generate a walking
pattern shown in fig. 6 as mentioned below :
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Fig. 5. The self-contained biped walker. It has (a)a micro computer H8, (b)two CO2 bottles as air
supply, (c)on/off valves, and (d)a switch attached on the foot sole

(i) at k-th step, all valves are not operated for T0 so that the robot keeps a posture,
(ii) after T0, the valves are operated to rotate the hip joint for S(k), and the knee

is bent and extended within S(k), and
(iii) all valves are not operated so that the robot keeps the posture until the foot
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Table 1. size and weight of the 2D biped robot

Link length[m] weight[kg]

Outer thigh 0.3 2.18
Outer shank 0.35 0.46
Inner thigh 0.3 2.12
Inner shank 0.35 0.5

of the swing leg touches the ground. After the heel strike, the swinging leg
changes to be the support one, and return to the operation (i).

Fig. 6. Walking pattern and basic idea of a controller

In the operation (i) and (iii), the collision of the ground is detected by the switch
on the sole shown in fig. 5(d). Operations (i)-(iii) correspond to items (i)-(iii) in fig.
6, respectively. Let T (k) be a walking cycle from the heel strike to the other heel
strike at k-th step. In the walking pattern, there are two walking parameters, T0

and S(k), which can be operated directly.

3.2. Designing controller to stabilize walking cycle

Wisse et al. fixed T0 and S(k) and they realized walking. However the robot can
not adapt against perturbations such as a variation of floor surface or a difference
in floor level. In this paper, we consider an approach to design a controller for
stabilizing walking cycle.

In order to design a controller for stabilizing walking cycle, there are some ap-
proaches. One of the approaches is that robot model is derived numerically and
the controller is designed from the model analytically. However, as mentioned in
previous section, it is difficult to obtain the model of the robot with pneumatic
actuators because the actuator has complex nonlinearity.
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We take another approach. In our approach, a real robot is built and a causal
relation between walking parameters and a walking cycle is observed by using the
real robot. Though it is impossible to derive the robot’s model, we can observe the
causal relation by changing walking parameters, and a feed-back controller can be
designed from the relation.

After some trials of walking, we fixed T0 as T0 = 16[ms] empirically, and we
found that there is some relation between the valve opening duration S(k) and
walking cycle T (k). Then we observed the relation between them to design the
feed-back controller.

Fig. 7 shows the causal relation between S(k) and T (k) when the inner leg
swings. The walking duration S(k) is changed randomly from 200[ms] to 450[ms].
When the duration is short, the walking cycle becomes short and vice versa. As a
result we can find the positive correlation between S(k) and T (k). Similar correla-
tion can be observed when outer leg swings as shown in fig. 8. The correlation rate
is 0.72 when the duration to swing inner leg is changed and 0.75 in the case of outer
leg.
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Fig. 7. Positive correlation between duration of opening valves S(k) and walking cycle T (k) when
the inner leg swings

From the positive correlation between S(k) and T (k), we propose a control law
to stabilize walking cycle T (k) such as

S(k) = S(k − 1) − K(T (k − 1) − Td), (1)

where K is a positive constant, and Td is a desired walking cycle. When the walking
cycle is longer than desired walking cycle, S(k) becomes shorter to let the walking
cycle become shorter in the next step, and vice versa.
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Fig. 8. Positive correlation between duration of opening valves S(k) and walking cycle T (k) when
the outer leg swings

The outer and inner legs of the real walker we developed have different dynamics
because the outer leg has CO2 bottles and the inner leg has a micro computer whose
weight and position are different. Therefore the walking cycles of each leg are not
the same. In this paper, revised from eqn. (1), the control laws are proposed :
supposing that the inner leg swings for Sin(k) at k-th step, and the outer leg swings
for Sout(k), they are determined as

Sin(k) = Sin(k − 1) − Kin(Tin(k − 1) − Tdin),
Sout(k) = Sout(k − 1) − Kout(Tout(k − 1) − Tdout),

(2)

where Kin and Kout are positive constants, Tin(k) and Tout(k) are, as shown in
fig. 9, walking cycles at k-th step when inner and outer leg swings, respectively,
and Tdout and Tdin are the desired walking cycles when outer and inner leg swings,
respectively. From fig. 7 and fig. 8, a gradient of positive correlation is about 0.5
in each graph and an average walking cycles when inner and outer leg swings are
526[ms] and 605[ms], respectively. Therefore, referring the gradient and the average
cycles, Kin and Kout are set as Kin = Kout = 0.3 and Tdin and Tdout are set as
Tdin = 560 and Tdout = 640, respectively.

4. Experimental results

In order to evaluate the proposed control, we have an experiment to let the robot
walk over one small difference in level. As shown in fig. 10, the robot begins to
walk at (A), walks over the difference of 4[mm] at (B), and the robot successfully
completes the task when it walks over the line (C).
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Fig. 9. Revised walking pattern and the controllers

Fig. 10. Descending task : the robot starts to walk at (A), descends small difference in level of
4[mm] at (B), and task is successfully completed when the robot reaches a point (C).

Fig. 11 shows a variation of the walking cycle (a)without / (b)with proposed
controller when the inner leg swings. After the robot walks down at 5th step, the
walking cycle becomes shorter. When the robot walks without control, Sin(k) and
Sout(k) are fixed, the walking cycle can not be longer and robot is fallen down at
7th step. On the other hand, when the robot walks with control, the walking cycle
can be longer after descending and becomes homogeneous one when the robot walks
on the flat plane.

The robot without proposed controller walks over the difference only 10 times
per 100 trials, and the robot with the controller walks down 82 times per 100 trials.
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(a) Without walking cycle control. Af-
ter 5th step, the walking cycle becomes
shorter and robot is fallen down at 7th
step.
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(b) With cycle control. After descend-
ing, the walking cycle becomes longer
and homogeneous within a few steps

Fig. 11. The result of walking cycle when the inner leg is swung without / with the control.

Though the robot without control sometimes walks over the difference, the walking
cycle is not as long as before descending. We then have an another experiment
to walk over two differences in level shown in fig. 12. As a result, the robot with
controller can walk over two differences as shown in the fig. 12, and the one without
controller can not walk over because the cycle gets shorter so that swing leg hits on
the ground before it swings fully. The results of descending differences show that
proposed control is effective to stabilize walking cycle against the disturbance of
the walking cycle.

Fig. 12. The result of walking with proposed controller when the robot walks over two differences
in level
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5. Conclusion

This paper introduces the developed biped walker that has McKibben artificial
muscles. The height, width, and weight of the robot are about 750[mm], 350[mm],
and 5[kg] respectively. It has three degrees of freedom, and it is designed to be
self-contained.

The paper then describes an approach to design a controller to stabilize walking
cycle. Although the McKibben muscle is suitable for the quasi-passive dynamic
walking, it has too complex nonlinearity to be derived numerically. Therefore it is
difficult to design the controller analytically. We then observe the causal relation
between walking parameters and walking cycle by using real robot. After some
trials to walk by the real robot, we found the positive correlation between the valve
opening duration and walking cycle. We then designed the feed-back controller from
the relation.

In the experiments, we let the robot walk over one difference in level with and
without control. When the robot walks without control, the walking cycle is kept
shorter after descending the difference, but the cycle with the control resumes to be
as long as before descending the difference. The robot with control can walk over
two differences, but the robot without control can not walk over because the cycle
becomes so fast after descending second difference that the leg can not fully swing.
Therefore we confirme the effect of proposed controller.

Our ultimate goals are that robots with pneumatic actuators can walk against
larger perturbation and can do more dynamic motions such as running and jumping.
In order to realize such motions, we are now planning to build up the mechanism
of the robot in order to be able to change its dynamics easily, such as adding upper
body or ankle joints. This is a future issue.
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